“Academia: what can I do next (and how)?”

Book the date! Thursday 18th June, 16h

Where? UNIL-Amphipôle, room 315.1 (metro Sorge)

Workshop by and for postdocs
with the support of Direction UNIL - Dicastère Relève

The goal?

This event is targeted for postdocs that wish to understand the current academic structure (particularly at UNIL), the academic positions available (their characteristics) and the possible career options within the academic system in UNIL/CH.

The goal is also to identify the questions and needs of postdocs that wish to pursue an academic career, and get to know the partners that can provide the info and support at UNIL.

- what are my possible next steps within academia?
- what types of positions and contracts are available?
- what grants and tools can support my career?
- what alternatives exist to the prototypic postdoc career path (leading to professorship but succeeded by a minority)?

Program

Part 1. Info session on academic structure and career in Lausanne / CH:
(45’) types of contracts, statistics, funding tools, who and where to find info and support. Speakers: Franziska Krings, Claire Arnold and Anne-Emmanuelle de Crousaz

Coffee break  (10’)

Part 2. Round-table: a panel of your peer postdocs at various stages of the career path
(->2h) present themselves and open up the discussion. Mentors: Nouria Hernandez & Daniel Speiser.

Drinks & pizza, and lots to talk about!

Please register in the doodle: http://doodle.com/stdd78aigv4mmip9